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Green Morays (Gymnothorax funebris) are one
President’s Message
3
of a diver’s favorite encounters. They are
found only in the Atlantic (east coast of North
and South America). Their size and mannerSafety Message
4
isms give them the appearance of ferocious
Ramblings of a Photocreatures when in fact they are far from it.
4
holic
Their habit of gulping water to force oxygen
over their gills makes them appear aggressive
About Our Club & For
6
and dangerous. Their poor eyesight has fueled
Sale
this undeserved reputation when fingers have
been mistaken for food. They feed on shrimp, fish, octopus and squid and rely on a
heightened sense of smell for hunting which they do primarily at night.
The Green Moray is actually not green at all. They secrete a yellow mucous coating that gives their brown, scaleless
bodies that characteristic green appearance. They have incurrent (conspicuous tube-like structures) and excurrent
(simple holes) nostrils that add to their unique appearance. Adult green morays have two rows of teeth along the upper
jaw (one row toward the back of the jaw), one row along the bottom and two rows on the roof of the mouth (vomerine
teeth). The have a second set of jaws located in the throat called pharyngeal jaws which they thrust forward to help
grab prey and transport it to the throat. Very little is known about the reproduction and early development of the
Green Moray except that they are oviparous (producing eggs that develop outside the body).

EVERY MEETING WE GIVE AWAY GREAT DOOR PRIZES
BRING A FRIEND
COME EARLY

AND

AND

AND

GREAT STORIES!

CHECK US OUT!

ORDER

A

FABULOUS MEAL

Meeting Location
The Broken Barrel Tavern
at 4700 Babcock Street NE
Palm Bay, Florida 32905
WWW.BROKENBARRELTAVERN.COM

A $200 gift Certificate to Sea Level Scuba. $5 per ticket. You can’t
win if you don’t play!

Event

Member's
Cost

Time

Coordinator
Phone # / E-mail

DUDC Meeting
Broken Barrel Tavern, Palm Bay

Wednesday,
7/13/11 @ 7 p.m.

Free

DUDC Board Meeting **Meeting place TBD

Monday 7/25/11 @ 6:30 p.m.

Free

Blue Heron Bridge Dive

Any time the Tide is Right!

Free

Jeri Curley

jcurley@downunderdiveclub.com

Lobster Rodeo

Saturday, 10/22/11, 1pm

$65

Craig Capion

VicePresident@downunderdiveclub.com

Roatan, Honduras

Sept. 7-14, 2012

Vicky Spang

Secretary@downunderdiveclub.com

Jeri Curley

jcurley@downunderdiveclub.com

Contact any Board Member to Attend

Cancellation Policy for Club Sponsored Dives:
Deposits will be refunded with 2 weeks notice of the scheduled event or with a
paid replacement diver. Refunds of money paid after the 2 week cancellation period is subject to board approval. All requests for
refunds after this period MUST be made in writing. Money and deposits are refunded when dives are cancelled by the Charter or DUDC.

ALL DIVES MUST BE PAID PRIOR TO THE DAY OF THE DIVE. NON-MEMBERS ADD $5.
(This calendar is tentative and subject to change.)

We Support Our Local Dive Shops:
Sea Level Scuba
4155 Dow Rd Suite U
Melbourne, FL. 32934
(321)255-1825

DUES ARE DUE
Don’t forget Club Dues are Due. Keep your
membership current. $25 for single member
and $35 for family membership. We will be
updating our roster with the local dive shops.

The Diver Down Flag

Hatt’s Diving Headquarters, Inc.
2006 South Front Street
Melbourne, Florida 32901
(321) 723-5932

Chapter 27 of the 2003 Florida Statutes:

JND Scuba Center
4651 Babcock Street NE
Palm Bay, FL 32905
(321) 723-8888
Photo by Jeri L. Curley

Any vessel other than a law enforcement or
rescue vessel that approaches within 100 feet
of a divers-down flag on a river, inlet, or navigation channel, or within 300 feet of a diversdown flag on waters other than a river, inlet, or
navigation channel, must proceed no faster
than is necessary to maintain headway and
steerageway.
Additionally, diver must remain within these
specified distances of the dive flag when they
are diving.
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President’s Message
Where did the Year Go?
October Already! We’re already starting to plan our Holiday Party. My favorite meeting of the year! We get to
EAT, remember all the great times we’ve had over the year
and, of course, give and receive presents! Next year is
shaping up to be a great dive season already. I’ll be heading back to Crystal River to snorkel with the Manatees
(hopefully
Photo by Jeri L. Curley
we’ll see
Photo by Bill Shepherd
some this
time!). Craig is planning a weekend trip to the
Dry Tortugas. Vicky is planning our big trip to
Roatan next September. We’re heading to
Fantasy Island to stay in their newly renovated
rooms. What I love about Fantasy Island is
that you can dive the wall without getting on
the boat.
When I
Photo by Jeri L. Curley
was
there, we dove from shore at dawn, got on the boat for
our three boat dives, then did a dusk or night dive—
every day! The cost of the trip will include three boat
dives per day (except the last day) and 1 night boat dive,
three meals per day and drinks. We can opt for a shark
dive (not included in the trip but worth the experience
and added cost). Fantasy Island is an island
and they have their own
wildlife sanctuary. You
will encounter numerous unusual land creatures during your surface intervals. So sign
up early, it’ll be a great
trip to recount for the
rest of your life!
Thanks go out to John Durham for the Great dive video. We
thoroughly enjoyed the presentation and hope to see you
again at our Holiday Party. Until Next time I’ll See you Down
Under!
—Jeri L. Curley, President
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Who’s Your Buddy
By Terry Peterman

Believe it or not, not all scuba certifying agencies teach the buddy system. But I am a
major supporter of the buddy system and I’m glad most dive organizations agree. The
role of a dive buddy seems to have been blurred somewhat with time. The excellent
safety record of the SCUBA industry has made us tend to forget the main reason for having a dive buddy is safety. To that end, being in the same ocean does not make you dive
buddies; and the role of dive buddy does not start and stop at the dive platform. Here
Photo by Terry Peterman
are some of the responsibilities of a good dive buddy. Dive buddies need to have the
same objective for their dive plan. If one of you wants to spear fish while the other
wants to take pictures you have little hope of staying together. Once on the boat, as a dive buddy, you should make
sure, not only, that your gear is set up right but that your dive buddy’s is too. We all make mistakes and 2 heads are
better than one. As dive buddies, you should help each other put on your gear and look at each other to make sure
there is nothing tangled or loose. As dive buddies you should make sure you are both ready before heading to the
dive platform and to the bottom. Head to the bottom together; I always end my articles with “See you at the Anchor”
this use to be a standing joke with us instructors because of the number of times someone has said that to their buddy
never to be found till the dive was over. On the bottom you should not get out of visual range or so far away that you
could not help your buddy quickly if a problem should occur. You should monitor each others air supply and when it’s
time to come up you should come up together. If you’re diving from an anchored boat it may be acceptable to buddy
up with another group on the bottom and allow your buddy to return to the boat when there is crew to monitor him.
But when drift diving you should never let your buddy return to the surface alone. The boat will find it much easier to
spot 2 divers on the surface than 1 and waiting alone on the surface for the boat can be uncomfortable even for a
short time. Be alert to rescuing dropped gear from your buddy when you’re getting back onto a boat. Once on the
boat help each other remove gear. One thing you will discover when you have been diving often with the same dive
buddy is the ability to communicate underwater
and anticipate each others habits. For example
Photo by Jeri L. Curley
James Bobb, who was my buddy for years, had
a habit of leaving his dive knife behind when he
would use it to tickle lobster and I developed
the habit of picking it up for him so he wouldn’t
lose so many knives. The value of a Dive Buddy
can not be overstated. And having someone to
discuss the wonderful dive you just had is priceless. See you at the anchor.

By Jeri Curley
I was just about to delete the photo to
the right because the juvenile Blue
Tang wasn’t as sharp as I would have
liked when I noticed the Chromis lined up in front. I went back to square one, reduced the
background level a bit to create a better contrast between the fish and the ocean; cropped it to
place the Blue Tang near the upper right ―thirds‖ spot and voilà—a new life for a marginal
photo. Composing a photograph that appeals to the majority of your audience is an art form
that is very easy to learn. It is not just simply—stop taking photos of fish butts. That you kind
of figure out after the first 20 or so butt shots. Artists and scientists have dedicated centuries
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of study to breaking down composition into rules that anyone can follow to create a good design—in our case photo.
The funny thing about rules though—especially in art, they
can be bent and broken if you know how to do it. But first
you need to know something about these ―rules.‖ The
―Thirds Rule‖ is one of those guidelines that can significantly improve your photos. You simple divide your photo
into thirds by drawing two imaginary lines vertically across
the photo and two across horizontally. Where these lines
meet are the ―power points.‖ When you compose your
photo, you try to place the subject of your photo in one of
these positions. Many photo editing programs these days
show you these lines when you use the cropping tool—
making this task much easier. In the photo of the Spotted
Moray to the left, the moray’s eye occupies one of these
power points. Notice that in this ―portrait,‖ the eye is in
sharp focus. (Yes, close up shots of a fish’s face is a portrait) Whatever you
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choose to be the focal
point of your photo
MUST be in focus. When you zoom in on the ―face‖ of any
subject, the focal point is always the eye(s) and the eye is
ALWAYS in focus. This has more to do with psychology
than art. As humans we relate to our similarities—even in
creatures that are totally alien to us. So the first thing we
look at in a portrait are the eyes. I dare you to pull out
your old school photo or another family portrait and try
NOT to look at the eyes.
Sometimes you simple cannot place the subject in the
power point position, so you go back to those imaginary
lines and divide the photo into thirds. In the Butter Hamlet photo to the right, the strong red of the reef occupies
the upper two thirds of the photo. (This one third-two
third split is seen most often in landscape photos—one
third sky, two thirds land or vice versa) Unfortunately the
Hamlet itself in smack dab in the center, reducing the imPhoto by Jeri L. Curley
pact that this photo may otherwise have had—even with
the interesting
shot of his face and the contrast between the fish
and the red reef and sponge.
The photo of the Blue Hamlet to the left shows the
eye of the hamlet in a power point position; it’s in
focus. Yet the composition doesn’t seem very
strong. The photo looks like something you’d see in
a Fish ID book—kind of boring. He’s just sitting
there. There is no movement or life. In addition,
the background is a little too busy—taking some of
the focus away from the subject.
Photo by Jeri L. Curley
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The most important thing is to have fun with your
camera and I’ll see you Down Under!
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The Down Under Dive Club is located in Melbourne on the sunny east central coast of Florida. Formed
in 1984 by a group of enthusiastic divers, DUDC currently has about 100 members. Our mission is to
promote safe, organized dive events, provide a social setting comfortable to everyone, and encourage
environmental responsibility among the diving community. Our past dives covered the Atlantic ocean,
from Georgia to Bonaire. We organize all types of dives: drift dives, wreck dives, shore dives, liveaboards, spring dives, and even shark dives! Our members include a diverse group of divers. There
are men, women and kids, ages from 11 to 65+ with all certification levels from new Open Water divers to Instructors.
Meetings are held on the 2nd Wednesday of every month at 7:00 PM at the Broken Barrel Tavern, Located on the southwest corner of Babcock Street and Palm Bay Road. Door prizes are awarded each
month and we book a fascinating assortment of guest speakers. We invite everyone interested in
SCUBA diving to stop by for some stimulating conversation, meet our group, and have some fun! If
you have any questions, you can E-mail us at info@downunderdiveclub.com
ITEMS FOR SALE OR TRADE:
If you have any items you wish to sell or trade,
send an email with a brief description to
jcurley@downunderdiveclub.com.

PHOTOS FOR SALE: Help support a starving diver/artist. Jeri Curley has her dive photos for sale. You can purchase them at the
monthly club meetings or at Sea Level Scuba.

Camera for Sale

Dive Photo Calendar

INTOVA DIGITAL SPORTS CAMERA, 8.0 MEGAPIXEL
WATERPROOF, SHOCK RESISTANT, LIKE NEW. ASKING $100.00. ORIGINAL PRICE $200
CALL JAN SENICH 544-8951

Cameras for Sale – Make an offer
Canon G10 15MP camera & housing, Bonica Neon-XP
strobes, Nikon D80 SLR 10MP camera & housing, SB-800
strobe & housing, Intova strobes and lots more. Will sell
all or individual items as needed. Make offer. John
Dockendorf 321.431.0430 johndockendorf@earthlink.net

I’m taking orders for my dive calendar for
2012. Cost will be $25 for club members.
jcurley@downunderdiveclub.com

Board of Directors
President :

Jeri L. Curley

jcurley@downunderdiveclub.com

Vice President:

Craig Capion

VicePresident@downunderdiveclub.com

Treasurer

Kyle Frinkley

Treasurer@downunderdiveclub.com

Secretary:

Vicki Spang

Secretary@downunderdiveclub.com

Membership:

JoEllen Dessert

Membership@downunderdiveclub.com

Safety Officer:

Terry Peterman

tpeterman@downunderdiveclub.com

Dive Coordinator:
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